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ABSTRACT
The barriers to simulation deployment in design practice
are well documented. They include: a steep learning
curve, a lack of trained staff, hardware and software issues, lack of resources, the development of appropriate
procedures for use in practice and communication and
co-ordination issues. IBPSA Scotland is assisting its
members to address these barriers by providing expert
in-house support for the integration of the new simulation technologies into their existing work practices. To
date, IBPSA Scotland has focused on identifying barriers to tool use in practice and developing procedures to
assist practitioner users in addressing these. The Group
has now reached a stage whereby, through ongoing industry interaction, the debate is taking a step forward, as
practitioners begin to use simulation in earnest.
This paper is one of four presented by IBPSA Scotland
members at this conference. Each one deals with the
breaking down of barriers to tool use in practice. The
approach varies to suit individual company needs and
aspirations [Hand et al 2003].
INTRODUCTION
In order for design practice to gain maximum benefit
from the potential of simulation, modelling must be embedded within the existing design process. The reasons for this are well known and have been the subject of considerable research [Hand 1999]. Members
of the design team will require access to models at different stages as a design progresses. However, the issues of model export and retrieval by multiple users and
the required documentation procedures are non-trivial.
This paper examines different approaches being trialled
within two design companies in Scotland. The aim of
both organisations is to embed modelling within their
day-to-day practices and to advance towards a fully integrated, simulation-based design process. The methods
being adopted in the companies vary substantially and
are to an extent contradictory. However, the intent is to
show how industry is developing different solutions to
the same problem in order to accommodate their existing work practices. Essentially, the adopted methods are
borne of necessity with respect to the companies’ perceptions of achieving a goal within a manageable time
scale.

First, the paper explores how, with the support of IBPSA
Scotland, a medium-sized consulting engineering company is designing a bespoke in-house archiving and retrieval system known as ’gateway working’ (GW) with a
view to overcoming many of the perceived training and
procedural barriers to tool use in practice. Specifically,
the company is building upon its existing work practices and Q.A. procedures by building-in new Modelling
Assessment Procedures (MAPs) that are being tested
company-wide via an Intranet ’gateway’. It is envisaged that this will allow the deployment of simulation
and the subsequent transfer of associated support material across a network linking many branch offices. The
paper elaborates the requirement for, and development
of a transparent documentation, referencing and archiving system to allow the same project model to be accessed and progressed by multiple users operating from
different locations, with minimum risk of data transfer
error.
Second, a multi- and inter-disciplinary architectural and
engineering practice, with offices worldwide, is exploring a wide range of tools for in-house deployment. The
company is also identifying complementary tools and
expertise on which it can draw in the short-to-medium
term, via consultancy support, as the company develops its in-house skills. This company is determined to
drive-in simulation, despite considerable current workload pressures, and is thus adopting a more pragmatic
approach than the first company. Before becoming a
member of IBPSA Scotland, this practice out-sourced
all of its simulation work, either to one of the company’s
larger offices, which already possessed modelling expertise, or to an independent simulation expert on a consultancy basis.
BACKGROUND
It has been well documented that the success of an energy and environmental modelling assessment is predicated on both the capabilities of the tool and the competencies of the design team undertaking the exercise.
It has also been suggested that for simulation to be
successful within a commercial company it is essential to have appropriate in-house quality assurance procedures [McElroy & Clarke 1999, McElroy 1998]. By
working in partnership with IBPSA Scotland, member
companies are ensuring that they build on an existing
body of knowledge so that they are not re-inventing the
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wheel. This paper outlines through two distinct case
studies in which the approach adopted is very different,
despite this, preliminary results show promise in both
cases. A key factor may be that both companies cited are
adopting new procedures that have grown out of existing
in-house methods. This evolution is evidenced and referenced throughout the text.
CASE STUDY 1: GATEWAY WORKING
A medium sized engineering consultancy is undertaking research as part of a major UK government initiative
to facilitate the transfer of technology and the spread of
technical skills from universities to industry [TCS]. The
industrial partner in the programme is Hulley & Kirkwood (H&K) Consulting Engineers Ltd, who are providing the test bed for the research project.
The company currently has offices throughout the UK,
with a head office in Glasgow and seven branches
throughout the UK. The technique of ’gateway working’
(GW) was devised in-house and has been in place for a
number of years. GW refers to the activity of executing
a project remotely from the site where it was originally
designed and vice versa. This enables projects to be controlled from a lead office with assistance provided by
a support office. Unification of the design process and
effective communication are key to effective GW. The
practice has now launched a four person-year research
programme in partnership with the University of Strathclyde, with the aim of developing and enhancing the existing GW practice by introducing a distributed in-house
simulation capability.
The research is focused on targeting the issue of Q.A.
within GW and on developing procedures for delivery of
simulation via the GW system. The reasons for adopting Q.A. procedures for energy and environmental modelling are many and varied [CIBSE 1998]:
• instill confidence in clients that the work is undertaken to a consistency high standard;
• estimate the time and cost of consultancy and ensure the achievement of these targets;
• improve co-ordination between members of the
building simulation team;
• ensure that the simulation work is addressing the
needs of the client;
• ensure the simulations are accurate;
• introduce consistency into the implementation of
simulations;
• enable new work to capitalise on previous projects;
and
• enable previously archived projects to be resurrected and understood.

Figure 1: Modelling Assessment Procedure.
In the context of this project, Q.A. relates to two key areas: issues relating to the model semantic (ensuring that
models represent the design intent) and modelling management procedures. GW incorporates detailed documentation in order to ensure model transparency but also
to minimise the risk of discrepancy between different
user/ client perceptions of the design/ modelling intent.
Modelling procedures therefore cover all possible design decisions and assumptions, data sources, etc. The
extent of the documentation required is a crucial issue
within a commercial environment, and although this will
vary, depending on the nature of the project, the procedures should not impede the design process and that they
do not become an additional barrier to establishing simulation within industry. This is constantly under review
as modelling is integrated into the existing GW system.
The following section introduces MAPs in more detail.
MODELLING ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
In addition to the issues surrounding accuracy, storage and retrieval of data, the management of simulation within design practice is another core issues facing
managers [Davies 1999]. In order to facilitate simulation management within H&K, Modelling Assessment
Procedures (MAPs) have been created as a means of
recording standard input information and assumptions
required during the simulation process. Figure 1 outlines the structure of MAPs, which require the recording of data in pre-defined forms in order to make simulation information more accessible to any member of
the design team, and to maintain an audit trail. The information thus stored is explanatory text, design notes,
assumptions, etc. and, in addition, includes data readin directly from the simulation input files. The issue of
the potential for discrepancy between model data and
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stored model documentation was identified from the outset. And as the company uses more than one simulation
program, the GW framework should be holistic, ensuring accuracy of model inputs by only accepting and storing transactions that preserve existing input formats, i.e.
unaltered. This is already possible for some, but not yet
all, of the programs used and is seen as a key ongoing
issue. The data thus stored can be viewed in its raw state
by an expert user, but is mapped to a more user friendly
format within the appropriate MAP for client/ non expert examination. This is illustrated further in following
sub-sections.
As buildings and the associated energy systems become
more complex, the dilemma of knowing exactly how
much information to store as part of such an assessment
procedure increases. One of the main advantages of
MAPs is that the format is familiar, as part of an existing
system in place within the organisation. Thus, the information is universally accessible to technical and managerial staff throughout the company, facilitating design (and associated simulation) decisions, relating to
assumptions and data sources in advance of beginning
a modelling exercise. The benefit of the GW philosophy is that MAPs can be viewed via an Intranet by all
members of the design team, whether in lead or support
offices, and subsequently reviewed and amended as and
when necessary.
This paper describes the MAPs protocol in principal.
MAP prototypes have been created for the key simulation stages and are currently being tested in the context of live projects, after which the procedures will be
reviewed and refined if required. This will be fully reported in a future paper. The modelling process itself
has been divided into four parts based on the stages outlined in the CIBSE Application Manual AM11: problem definition; model construction; simulation; and output and reporting. The following sub-sections highlight
issues associated with different stages of the design process and illustrate how the construction of MAPs and
the use of GW can assist in the alleviation of traditional
modelling problems.

Problem definition
Problem Definition is divided into three steps:
• project information;
• client requirements;

be a tendency to rush the initial stages in an eagerness to obtain a working simulation model. In addition,
the preparation of a simulation model is time-limited
in order to accommodate real-time design process constraints. Many model construction, simulation and output quality issues stem from the fact that there is no
available guidance or advice on hierarchy regarding the
important features of a building model [Donn 1999].
This lack of guidance can lead to a modeller spending
unnecessary time building zones with surplus or inadequate levels of detail.
There is a need to establish and record the purpose of
the simulation exercise and to convey this to the client
in order that a model can be developed at an appropriate
level of detail. Within the GW system, the aim is to use
MAPs in order to force experienced engineers, with little or no experience in simulation, to consider the nature
of their clients’ requests in terms of the question(s) to
be answered, and to express this in a form appropriate
to the audience (client or modeller) thus giving greater
guidance to all concerned. Previous experience within
this company had shown that once aware of the existence of an in-house simulation capability, experienced
engineers, while embracing the concept, frequently requested that less experienced engineers (with modelling
skills) should undertake a simulation without any real
consideration as to the nature of the issues. It was therefore a pre-requisite that the GW system should include
a MAPs facility to allow such a request. By building-in
procedures such as client requirement MAPs, it is envisaged that simulation users will become better able to direct their time efficiently and effectively. It is accepted
that in any such system, procedures can be by-passed,
and that no system is fool proof, but the intention is to
train simulation users to insist upon completion of all
such documentation prior to embarking on building a
model. In addition, the system is already in place and
working well for other aspects of this company’s document archival and retrieval procedures.
Using the Intranet, MAPs can be completed on-line by
those initiating a project. They are thus immediately accessible and information can be queried by support office and simulation users alike.

Model construction
Model construction consists of four stages, that are again
defined via MAPs:

• construction materials.

• zone geometry;
• internal gains;

For each of these steps, there exists a MAP that will be
completed by the modeller, and checked and signed off
by the simulation manager.
For those with little simulation experience, initiating
simulation projects and identifying objectives are nontrivial issues. As most building designers are not proficient modellers [McElroy & Clarke 1999], there can

• control;
• networks.
Only after the problem is clearly defined and signed
off, will model construction begin in earnest. At this
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or model creator to document the entire project, from
modelling assumptions and design decisions to data files
such as this. Via the GW facility, this information is
made available to all those concerned, although only one
person will have ultimate management control over each
aspect of the project (e.g. modelling manager/ design
manager, etc.).
Two additional benefits arise from completing MAPs in
this way. First, initial modelling assumptions can later
be compared with the final design. Second, the MAPs
can be compiled within a report to issue to the client at
any stage, thus providing a record of the design evolution.

Figure 2: Prototype networks MAP.
stage, important decisions relating to construction materials, internal heat gains (occupants, lighting and equipment), environmental control and ventilation strategies
are made. In the context of a live building project such
information may be, but often is not available. This has
to be translated into assumptions based on the collective experience of the modeller and the project engineer/
manager [Macdonald et al 1999].
The benefits of rigour in documenting model assumptions has been the subject of extensive research [Hand 1999]. An understanding of what data to
record and not record is critical to success. In practice,
however, it is often the case that information regarding
data input is at worst held only in the head of the simulation user, (based on their own preconceptions) or, at
best consists of randomly recorded sketches and/or data
assumptions drafted on pieces of paper, which are inevitably mislaid during the simulation process. This is
in conflict with the reality of the complex nature of the
buildings under examination.
At present there are few quality control systems in existence that allow the simulation user to ensure the relevance and accuracy of their inputs [Donn 1999]. More
importantly, if data inputs are not accessible it is impossible for a user to grasp their relevance to the simulation project. Figure 2 shows a prototype network MAP
transformation of an air flow network data file. MAPs
provide a mechanism to allow the initial simulation user

Figure 3: Audit trail.

Simulation
Simulation consists of two key stages:
• simulation log;
• calibration.
A key problem that has been highlighted by simulation
users in industry, is the ability to maintain an audit trail
once simulations progress beyond the base case model.
This is seen as a critical issue, as it is impossible to remove all risk of bypassing even a mandatory procedure.
In this case, it is accepted that much of the data stored
within the Problem Definition and Model Construction
MAPs relates to the initial or base case. When the simulation process begins in earnest, and as new design scenarios are tested, the information stored in the Simulation Log MAPs can become outdated unless a rigorous
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audit trail is maintained. Figure 3 illustrates the structure
in place within the MAPs to track model development as
stated in the Quality Assurance section. Typical issues
that this would affect are changes to:
• air change rates;
• glazing types and areas, opening schedules;
• occupancy, equipment, lighting heat gains;
• heating and cooling controls;
• infiltration, ventilation levels;
• supply air temperatures; and
Figure 4: Simulation results analysis.

• lighting controls.
New and experience users alike find it onerous to track
all of the changes made to the original model as it
evolves. It is often the case that once the base case
model is created and archived there is no apparent logic
with regard to the simulation scenarios that are then
examined. There is a temptation to try to change numerous variables at once. This impedes the ability
to track changes individually as the design is developed [McElroy et al 2001], highlighting the fact that
one person must have responsibility for primary, strategic design decision as simulation is only one part of the
process. This person need not be directly involved in the
simulation process, as long as they are able to direct the
modeller so that the objectives of the exercise remain in
focus.
It should be borne in mind that early results may not be
as expected, leading to a new plan of action. The predefined MAPs will accommodate and document such outcomes. What has yet to be decided is how frequently
information should be recorded. Due to the iterative nature of simulation, it may be appropriate to allow some
stages to go undocumented as the model is evolving.
The only problem would be in ensuring that sufficient
data is stored to allow landmark events and changes to
be understood by anyone re-visiting the project.
If simulation is to be successful through GW then it is vital that MAPs become as user friendly as possible, thus
encouraging users to archive models at various stages
and provide adequate documentation. Some simulation
programs already have in-built reporting facilities that
detail the input data for a project model and this can
provide an ideal source of information against which to
benchmark the MAPs. This practitioner already retains
a library of old simulation results and models. However,
retrieval and understanding of the content of these can
be problematic with the passage of time. As MAPs can
be generated and viewed remotely via the company Intranet, this should in time provide a valuable resource
of past simulation models and assumptions that users
can learn from. This will overcome the current lack
of performance guidelines for modelling buildings, with

growing simulation archives establishing a basis for understanding the recommendations of simulation results.

Output/ reporting
Simulation allows designers to perceive the future reality at the design stage [McElroy et al 2001]. As the outputs from simulation can have a significant impact on
the design of a building, there is a need at some stage
in every simulation process for an expert adviser to assist with the interpretation of simulation results. Even
where simulations are conducted by experts this step is
necessary as modellers closely involved in model creation often find it difficult to detach themselves from the
process, and thus their judgment can be biased. On the
other hand, non-experts, without the benefit of an expert adviser, will find it difficult to know how best to
make use of results. There is no quick-fix solution to
this problem and it is important that methods for informing clients improve. However, developing presentation
formats suitable for non-expert digestion is a non-trivial
task [Soebarto & Williamson 1999].
It is envisaged that MAPs will at least help to standardise
the way in which simulation results are reported to the
client (figure 4). By creating such standard reports similar projects could be compared and clients themselves
would grow to have a better understanding of the process and become more confident about questioning simulation results.
In addition, GW may result in two standard types of report for different clients:
1. Technical Reports, documenting full sets of simulation results and supporting literature for thorough
examination by expert users; and
2. Recommendations Reports, typically for general
client issue, and providing a brief summary of simulation results and recommendations.
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• ensure that other members of the design team can
view input data and results at all times, and can
query them as appropriate; and
• can be used as a reference to cross-check data input
into a simulation model serving as a tool to ensure
that simulation models are consistent and accurate.

Figure 5: The proposed process.
MAPs have the added facility of being transferable from
the simulation database into typical word processing format to facilitate reporting. The technical report would
allow projects of a similar nature to be compared and
would assist with Q.A.
DISCUSSION
If the deployment of energy and environmental modelling is to increase within industry, it will lean heavily
on the effectiveness of establishing efficient simulation
management systems. Initial planning and ongoing supervision will help ensure that companies can successfully control the overall simulation strategy.
Current system configuration does not facilitate checking of input and output data within a simulation model
with regard to illogical or inaccurate data [Donn 1999].
This makes it difficult to ’get up to speed’ with simulation projects initiated by someone else, resulting in
a reluctance to get involved in someone else’s project.
Therefore, the development of transparent documentation procedures in simulation will play a pivotal role
in guaranteeing the future of simulation modelling in
industry. MAPs are seen as a positive step to removing some of the ’mystery’ associated with simulation
data input and, in addition, as a management system to
complement the ever-improving documentation, archiving and retrieval procedures of current simulation tools.
It is not envisaged that this will detract from the need
for an expert to oversee the overall simulation strategy,
but should enable users to step in and out of any simulation exercise with far greater ease than is currently
the case. One concern that both academic and industrial
users alike are keen to avoid is the duplication of data input as this would be detrimental to the overall efficiency
of the process. This project is addressing this issue.
If professionals do not understand the simulation process they cannot easily use simulation results to inform
their design [Donn 1999]. With this in mind, as illustrated by figure 5, the anticipated benefit of MAPs is
threefold in that it will:
• inform professionals new to simulation of the required information to initiate an energy model;

The approach adopted in this engineering practice has
arisen from experience gained over the last twenty five
years in respect of mixed results from attempts at building an in-house capability (with one ’expert’), through
out-sourcing modelling to taking a decision to embed
simulation in the design process as an activity undertaken by most engineers within the company. The company decided upon the route being pursued due to past
semi-successes and semi-failures. However, the path
chosen is not an easy solution requires up-front commitment and development of detailed foolproof procedures,
and this will take time. The company has decided that
to guaranteed success requires this approach.
Not all companies have such experience on which to
draw. In addition, work pressures may mean that they
feel that they do not have time to devote to developing
such procedures. In fact, they do not yet have sufficient
experience to be able to devise a plan of what documentation would be required. Nevertheless, they still desire
an in-house capability.
The following short section outlines an alternative, less
structured approach that is being trialled in a no less enthusiastic company that is determined to embed simulation despite less previous, direct experience. For this
company, the approach is more pragmatic and eclectic,
drawing on skills in sister offices and relying mainly
on commercial tools. The company currently has a demanding workload and management concluded that it
would be necessary to jump in with both feet as waiting
for a convenient time would result in excessive delay.
The section is included to highlight the fact that seemingly contradictory approaches may be equally valid.
CASE STUDY 2: PRAGMATIC MANAGEMENT
As a multi-disciplinary practice, RMJM/ EMBT, the designers of the Scottish Parliament building are responsible for the mechanical services and in part for the architectural design of the building. The company has offices
world wide and as such, the Glasgow and Edinburgh
offices have to date drawn on in-house expertise with
regard to modelling and out-sourced specialist simulation work. However, the company is also a member of
IBPSA Scotland, and in the case of the project considered here, the team decided that it would be of benefit to
begin to grow its in-house simulation skills in Scotland,
using the Parliament building as a vehicle to this end.
Taking advice from IBPSA Scotland, it was decided that
this company would develop a strategy based on pragmatism, that would allow their skills to evolve gradually over time, driven by two key managers - one engineer and other an architect. In the interim they would
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rely on their existing support network when required. It
was also agreed that they should explore a number of the
available modelling tools to complement existing capabilities (both in-house and through out-sourcing). In this
way, new tools would be adopted that would fit with the
company’s expansion strategy. The approach was therefore different from that of the first company for three
reasons:
1. the company had less direct experience of simulation;
2. the company’s indirect experiences were very varied, and so no single software suite was immediately identified for initial trials;
3. the company had less resource (time and personnel) to devote in the initial stages due to pressures
associated with the project in question.

Figure 6: Use of CFD to optimise MSP Office heating.

MODELLING THE PARLIAMENT
The new Scottish Parliament comprises a multifunctional complex of inter-connected buildings, ranging from public to private accommodation and including
offices in existing buildings, through flyers and libraries
to the innovative day-lit debating chamber.
Part of the design process required the use of thermal and CAD modelling software. Some of this
work was carried out by the building services consultants RMJM Scotland Ltd and some by others. This
was necessitated by the requirement to achieve environmental requirements dictated by the brief with regard to comfort conditions, minimum energy consumption and achievement of a BREEAM rating of Very
Good/Excellent [Yates et al 1998].
The time scale for the project was such that all of the
interconnecting buildings are being designed simultaneously and within a tight programme. The team already
had some in-house modelling skills but did not have
sufficient expertise in all areas necessary to produce a
fully integrated design. Through discussion with IBPSA
Scotland, the team agreed to adopt a hybrid approach
that would make best use of existing knowledge, while
allowing sufficient scope for improving and expanding
in-house expertise and out-sourcing as a last resort. For
example, it was agreed that areas such as the MSP offices, which required mixed-mode ventilation, would be
addressed by in house software. The design team developed a natural ventilation strategy, which makes use of
night-time cooling by using the exposed curved concrete
vaults and the minimum heating required to meet comfort conditions. This was optimised, and a small radiator
added using proprietary software with a CFD capability
as illustrated by figure 6.
The main Assembly Building, the Foyer and Exhibition
spaces presented a particular challenge. These areas are
up to 30m deep, with extremely complex roof shapes
see figure 7 and no false ceilings to hide ductwork for

Figure 7: Foyer and Exhibition Area.
ventilation, cooling etc. In this case, through the use of
bespoke CFD software by the London offices of RMJM,
a natural ventilation strategy was developed which has
resulted in design modifications to the original window
size and locations.
The Debating Chamber presented particular problems in
respect of achieving the transparency of the democratic
process that the Scottish Executive had promised to the
population of Scotland. This was to be achieved both
physically and metaphorically through the use of natural
light, coupled with artificial lighting for normal day-today business and the onerous requirements for broadcast
quality pictures for television coverage. IBPSA Scotland provided in-house support via its Supported Technology Deployment mechanism [McElroy et al 2001].
This assisted the design team by carrying out lighting
studies to help select the type and colour rendering properties of the lighting as shown in figure 8.
DISCUSSION
By incorporating the above features, and by careful attention to the requirements of BREEAM through the entire design process, the design team have been awarded
three Excellent Ratings complex. Moreover, by making
use of the support available from IBPSA Scotland, the
practice has expanded the palette of tools used in its offices in Scotland. One lesson learned was that although
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what it wants to achieve and what effort that will require.
The fact that the company has now employed a member
of staff with modelling skills will provide support to the
management team in driving in simulation at a pace appropriate to the company’s skill base.
In conclusion, this study has shown that in design practice, successful in-house simulation deployment does
not require the same approach even in similar companies. The key is to have clearly defined aims and objectives, adequate support and an open mind.
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